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Genome: the Genome: the 
complete set of complete set of 
human geneshuman genes

23 chromosomes

≈23,000 genes

3.2 Billion letters of 
DNA 

Two copies per cell
(one from mother and 
one from father)

Each copy has:



Facts about DNAFacts about DNA

Composed of 4 letter alphabetComposed of 4 letter alphabet
A, C, T, GA, C, T, G

Blueprint of cellular instructionsBlueprint of cellular instructions
Almost all cells contain these instructions, Almost all cells contain these instructions, 
but only a subset of the instructions are but only a subset of the instructions are 
activated in a given cell typeactivated in a given cell type

Coding and Coding and noncodingnoncoding
Coding portion makes proteinsCoding portion makes proteins
Still learning more about Still learning more about noncodingnoncoding portionportion



Humans are 99.9% identical at the Humans are 99.9% identical at the 
DNA levelDNA level

We are more similar than differentWe are more similar than different



Human genetic variationHuman genetic variation

“Golden Rule”
Norman Rockwell

Without variation: identical With variation: diversity



What does DNA variation look like?What does DNA variation look like?

ACCTGGACTGCCATGCCTGAC

ACCTGGACTGTCATGCCTGAC

C

T

Person 1

Person 2

65%

35%

Another word for genetic variation 
is called polymorphism



SSingle ingle NNucleotide ucleotide 
PPolymorphism (SNP)olymorphism (SNP)

ACCTGGACTGCCATGCCTGAC

ACCTGGACTGTCATGCCTGAC

C

T

Person 1

Person 2

10-11 million common SNPs in the human genome



A central question of human genetics is:A central question of human genetics is:

How does genetic variation at the How does genetic variation at the 
sequence level translate into the wide sequence level translate into the wide 

array of biologic variation observed in the array of biologic variation observed in the 
human species?human species?
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Normal prostate

CTATGACATCATCTTTCCCCAACCTTTATTTAAAAAAAGAAA 
ATGTTGTAGCAGGTAGGTACTCCATGATCTAAAATATGTCAG 
CATTATTTGCATCTTTTAAAAGATTTTTTAGCTGGGTGTCGG 
CCTGTAGTCATAGCTACTCAAGAGGCTGAGGTGGGAGGATCA

A
C

AGGACTTTGAGGCTCCAATGAGCTTTGATCCCACCACTGCAC
GGGCAACAGAGGGAGATCTTGTCTCTAAAATTAAAAAATATA 
AAATTTAACAACTTTTTTGAAGTACGATACAATTCACCATAC 
CCTTTAGGTTGTATACGCTATAGTTTTTAACTGAATTCACAG

Prostate cancer



Established risk factors for prostate cancerEstablished risk factors for prostate cancer

AgeAge

Family historyFamily history

EthnicityEthnicity



Prostate cancer: epidemiologyProstate cancer: epidemiology
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History of prostate cancer geneticsHistory of prostate cancer genetics

Prostate. 2003 Dec 1;57(4):261-9. 

Cancer Metastasis Rev. 2001;20(3-4):155-64. 

Am J Hum Genet. 2000 Dec;67(6):1367-75. 



Magnitude of genetic effect

Frequency of cases in population

For the first time, we have the capacity to understand disease that 
afflicts a large portion of the population
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Admixture mapping

Gene flow between two previously isolated Gene flow between two previously isolated 
populations populations –– admixture creates longadmixture creates long--range range 
correlationscorrelations
First suggested decades ago; never implementedFirst suggested decades ago; never implemented
because tools werenbecause tools weren’’t available until recently t available until recently 
(Rife 1954; (Rife 1954; RischRisch 1991)1991)

Allows for a study with many fewer markersAllows for a study with many fewer markers
Most promising for diseases with risk allele Most promising for diseases with risk allele 
frequency differences that differ between frequency differences that differ between 
populations (often reflected as difference in populations (often reflected as difference in 
incidence rates) incidence rates) 



1 generation ago

2 generations ago

3 generations ago

4 generations ago

Admixture creates a mosaicAdmixture creates a mosaic
Two African 
chromosomes

Two European 
chromosomes

One African, 
one European 
chromosome

Today

M P



Prostate cancer is a strong candidate Prostate cancer is a strong candidate 
disease for admixture mappingdisease for admixture mapping

Incidence rates in AfricanIncidence rates in African--American men American men 
~1.6 fold higher than European~1.6 fold higher than European--Am menAm men
Epidemiologic evidence suggests that Epidemiologic evidence suggests that 
prostate cancer is even higher in African prostate cancer is even higher in African 
menmen
Prostate cancer has one of the highest Prostate cancer has one of the highest 
heritabilitiesheritabilities out of all epithelial cancersout of all epithelial cancers
No gene has been consistently identifiedNo gene has been consistently identified



How does admixture mapping work?How does admixture mapping work?
African 

chromosome
European 
chromosome

Disease
locus

Cases with disease

These samples will be enriched in European 
ancestry at the disease locus



The signal of admixture associationThe signal of admixture association
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Freedman et al., PNAS (in press)





8q24 accounts for a large proportion 8q24 accounts for a large proportion 
of the higher incidence rate observed of the higher incidence rate observed 

in African American menin African American men

Incidence rate difference between having Incidence rate difference between having 
all African ancestry versus all European all African ancestry versus all European 
ancestry at this locus is 1.97ancestry at this locus is 1.97

If risk could be decreased to level of If risk could be decreased to level of 
carrying two European chromosomes, rate carrying two European chromosomes, rate 
would decrease by 49%would decrease by 49%



May 7, 2006
First replicated association to prostate cancer

Nature Genetics 38:652



Summary resultsSummary results

We identified a prostate cancer risk locus at We identified a prostate cancer risk locus at 
8q24 through admixture mapping8q24 through admixture mapping

Appears to be stronger effect for earlier age of Appears to be stronger effect for earlier age of 
onset in African American menonset in African American men

Causal allele and gene have yet to be identifiedCausal allele and gene have yet to be identified



Future directionsFuture directions

What does this mean clinically?What does this mean clinically?
Disease aggressivenessDisease aggressiveness
Age of onsetAge of onset
Mortality rateMortality rate

What is the causal variant?What is the causal variant?
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